COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
VALLE DE ORO COMMUNITY PLANNING GROUP

MEETING AGENDA
DATE: Tuesday, April 3, 2018
TIME: 7:00 PM
PLACE: Otay Water District Headquarters
2554 Sweetwater Springs Blvd.
Spring Valley, CA 91978
Training Room, Lower Terrace

A. ATTENDANCE Verification of members present

B. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES FOR THE MEETING OF MARCH 6, 2018

C. PUBLIC COMMUNICATION: Opportunity for the public to speak to the Group on subject matter within the Group’s jurisdiction that is not on the posted agenda. One minute time limit. No discussion or comment.

D. ACTION ITEMS

1. The Casa de Oro Alliance approval of CDO Subcommittee candidates for open Interested Citizen positions. [Tinsley Becker]

2. Mobil El Cajon, Circle K Skyfall - 2903 Jamacha Rd EL Cajon. Request for Recommendation of Minor Deviation (P) for signs at the Mobile/Circle K at 506-130-06-00. The applicant will be required to do a minor deviation from their existing major use permit. [Baillargeon, Enache]


E. GROUP BUSINESS
   - Casa de Oro Business Alliance – Subcommittee report--Tinsley Becker
   - Short term rentals-- Kossman
   - Zoning Research-- Johnston
   - Active Projects
     • Literacy First, Myers
     • Subcommittee report Casa de Oro Alliance
     • Skyline Church, Feathers
     • Chaldean Community Center, Myers
     • Estrella Park, Myers & Feathers
     • Subcommittee report CIP
     • Helix Canyon Estates, Baillargeon

F. ADJOURNMENT
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
VALLE DE ORO COMMUNITY PLANNING GROUP

THE NEXT SCHEDULED MEETING IS TUESDAY, May 8, 2018